
CALCIUM CHLORIDE OR MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE FOR YOUR DUST CONTROL AND BASE STABILIZATION NEEDS

Premium Canada is a renewed distributor of de-icing and anti-icing 
liquids and packaged crystals, dust suppression liquids and soil 
stabilization products that meet your road maintenance needs, year-
round!

About Premium Canada

223-3121 Hill Road
Lake Country, BC

V4V 1G1

250.766.0068
info@premiumcanada.ca
www.premiumcanada.ca

Most effective dust control 
and base stabilization agents 
in the industry
Natural materials
Non-hazardous and 
environmentally sound 
products
On BC Ministry of 
Transportation’s approved 
road spray list

Calcium Chloride / 
Magnesium Chloride

Cost Effective

Calcium chloride/magnesium 
chloride improves dust control 
by holding in moisture for 
long periods of time. This 
results in faster compaction, 
less applications, less 
treatments with other 
products and less gravel 
replacements. 

These chloride agents save 
you money on the 
maintenance of roads, the 
labour it would take to do so, 
equipment, fuel costs, and 
material replacement and 
reconstruction costs.

Environmentally Friendly

Calcium chloride and 
magnesium chloride are 
natural materials that are 
non-regulated and non-
hazardous. It is leeching 
resistant so it poses minimal 
harm to the environment. 

Get The Results You Want!

Calcium chloride/magnesium 
chloride provides a superior 
dust control and base 
stabilization solution. It locks 
in moisture and works fast; 
controlling dust. It creates a 
strong road base and surface 
using less product with 
increased densities and 
bearing ratios.

Application

Calcium Chloride/magnesium 
chloride are easy to use 
solutions, which requires the user 
to: first blade the intended 
surface, followed with fresh water 
until the entire surface is wet, 
then apply the calcium chloride.  

When calcium chloride/
magnesium chloride is used for 
dust control the product is 
applied evenly by a truck with a 
spray bar. The application rate is 
1 litre per m2 for every inch in 
depth of prepared surface.

When using these chloride 
agents for base stabilization you 
pre-wet the area with fresh water. 
You can then mix the product 
with a mixing blade/grader, a re-
claimer or pulverized mixer into 
the aggregate. Make sure to wind 
row or shoulder pull the road 
before treating the aggregate in 
layers. 

Use 4-6” of material to stabilize 
areas of lighter traffic flow and 
approximately 6-12” on logging or 
oilfield roads.

Availability & Packaging

Packaging Units

Liquid Bulk: supply and apply Litres

Dry Bulk Bag: supply only 1 tonne
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